The Shopper Walker

The Rollz Flex bag is made out of sustainable and waterproof material
and is available in two colours: bright purple and denim grey.

Out and about with
the Rollz Flex
There’s a clear reason why we call the Rollz Flex our shopper
walker. Whether it is the weekly market in town, getting your
groceries for the weekend at the supermarket, or a nice afternoon
shopping in the city, the Rollz Flex turns it into a light and
comfortable experience.
Walking steadily and conveniently, while the bag slowly carries
more and more.

Stylish
Fully certified rollator with the
look of a designer shopper.
Safe
Classic brake with drum brakes.
Climb curbs easily with the
standard curb climber.
Practical
The large, water resistant bag
can carry 44 lb (20 kg).
Comfortable
Comfortable ride and natural
suspension thanks to the
soft tires.

Convenient
Resting on the luxurious leather
look seat with the handlebar
in the forward position as a
supportive backrest.
Light and compact
The Rollz Flex weighs only 16. 3
lb (7.4 kg) and is easily folded for
storage.
Maneuverable
Very light steering and easy
motion with the manoeuverable
front wheels.

Optional Rollz Flex
Cane Holder

The Shopper Walker

(Sold Separately)

The cane holder simply slides over the handlebar. Do you
need your walking stick somewhere? Then you easily slide
it from its holder. The clever design fits almost any walking
stick in the cane holder.

Rollz Flex Specifications
Bag Colour

Seat Colour

Model Numbers

Bright Purple

Black

3010RF0003

3011RF0001

Demin Grey

Tan

3010RF0004

3011RF0002

Description

Regular

Small

Seat height

24.4" (62 cm)

20.6" (52.5 cm)

Seat width
Handle height range

17" (44 cm)
31.5"-39.5"
(80-100 cm)

28"-32"
(70-81 cm)

Overall width

24.5" (62.3cm)

Overall Length

23.5" (60 cm)

Depth Folded

13" (33 cm)

Wheel diameter

8" (20.3 cm)

Weight capacity

275 lb (125 kg)

Bag capacity
Minimum and maximum
height user
Walker weight

25 litre / 6.6 gal /
20 kg / 44 lb

14 litre / 3.7 gal /
20 kg / 44 lb

5' 1"- 6' 4 ¾"
(1.55-1.95 m)

4' 7 ⅛" - 5' 3"
(1.40-1.60 m)

16.3 Ib (7.4 kg)
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